
 

FUNCTIONS OF THE GEOCROM ARCHETYPES 
what CODIFIES and what DECODIFIES each one 

 
WHITE TRIANGLE 
Codifies, activates: capacity for change, faith, security, take another step in our lives  
Decodes, corrects: father archetype, problems with patriarchy, insecurity, distrust 
 
WHITE PENTAGON 
Codifies, activates: masculine energy, assertiveness, ability to drive, act, fecundate, direct, create  
Decodes, corrects: excess of femininity, inaction, lack of direction, impotence, sterility 
 
WHITE HEXAGON 
Codifies, activates: existential rebirth or new stage, a solid foundation for a new life, purity  
Decodes, corrects: changes of stage and circumstances, difficulty in making a reset, in allowing a rebirth 
and establishing solid basis. 
 
WHITE HEPTAGON 
Encodes, activates: knowing how to be a witness to one’s existence, allowing, waiting, attending, 
observing, developing equanimity  
Decodes, corrects: Impatience, criticism, lack of detailed observation, guilt, not being impartial 
 
WHITE OCTOGON 
Codifies, activates: tranquillity, comfort, hope, beauty, peace, serenity, past memories, softness  
Decodes, corrects: broken heart, healing of old soul pains, sufferings, memories and victimhood 
 
WHITE DECAGON 
Codifies, activates: feminine energy, ability to manage and develop projects, learning to wait, sweetness, 
tenderness  
Decodes, corrects: excess of masculinity, hyperactivity, hardness, excessive direction, sterility 
 
WHITE DODECAGON 
Encodes, activates: purifying one’s guilt and of the ancestors, understanding the correct use of free will. 
Decodes, corrects: feeling a victim of fate, being abused, accumulated charge, manipulation, accusations 
 
WHITE OVAL 
Encodes, activates: absorption of the aural field, recovery of the vital space, cleanliness, purity and 
transparency of the aura.  
Decodes, corrects: dense and heavy, shrunken and impermeable aura, energy leaks, low energy quality 
 
WHITE CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: expanding one’s Christic energy and the strength of unconditional love, developing 
impeccability and healing  
Decodes, corrects: finding your own healing energy, differentiating between emotion and feeling 
  
····················································································································································· 

 
YELLOW TRIANGLE 
Encodes, actives:  freedom of Being, strength for detachment from unhealthy habits, beliefs and matter 
Decodes, corrects: attachments and lack of autonomy as an individual , dissociating from toxic, chronic 
emotions 
 
YELLOW PENTAGON 
Encodes, activates: the ancestral wisdom, confronting the causes of conflicts, developing clear intuition. 
Decodes, corrects:  lack of lucidity and intuition, intellectual obtuseness, inability to see the causes, only 
the effects 



  
YELLOW DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: inner prosperity, optimization of psycho-material and energy resources, intelligence.  
Decodes, corrects: codes of scarcity, lack of health, lack of merit, inferiority complexes. 
 
YELLOW CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: certainty, assertiveness, inner flame of the soul, brilliance, impeccability, strength 
Decodes, corrects: insecurity, inability to create, organic malformations, electromagnetic field interference 
 
CREATIVITY ARCHETYPE (yellow) 
Encodes, activates: initiative, imagination, inspiration, intuition, in the earthly and practical planes. 
Decodes, corrects: routinely behaviour, boredom, apathy, inability to fecundate.  
····················································································································································· 
 
ORANGE TRIANGLE 
Codifies, activates: activation,  motivation, invigoration of the human personality, action  
Decodes, corrects: depression, vital demotivation, apathy, laziness, leverage, life without meaning 
 
ORANGE SQUARE 
Encodes, activates: prosperity, resources that come from synchronicity with the abundance of the 
universe, co-creation  
Decodes, corrects: stagnating resources, lack of opportunities, scarcity, lack of means ,lack of 
synchronicity 
 
ORANGE HEXAGON 
Codifies, activates: globalizing vision, association of ideas and concepts, regulation of the metabolism  
Decodes, corrects: the linear mind, misalignment of own energies, biological disharmony, lack of holistic 
vision 
 
ORANGE DECAGON 
Codifies, activates: valuing and appreciating the present moment, finding joy with current circumstances, 
vitalize the force of the present moment. 
Decodes, corrects: melancholy, longing, depression, loss or breakage of past bonds 
 
 
ORANGE CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates:  joy of living in fullness, motivation, search for deep knowledge 
Decodes, corrects: superficiality, lack of deep motivation, lack of vital gratitude 
····················································································································································· 

 
RED TRIANGLE 
Codifies, activates: braveness, the ability to face the challenges and rough edges of existence  
Decodes, corrects: fears, lack of confidence, lack of responsibility in adults 
 
RED CIRCLE 
Codifies, activates: capacity for efficiency, revitalization, concretion, regeneration, rejuvenation energy. 
Decodes, corrects: lack of efficiency, laziness, untimely relaxation, devitalisation, pre - and post surgery 
conditions. 
 
RED OVAL 
Encodes, activates: vital and energy fluids, provides quality of energy in the blood 
Decodes, corrects: all fluid drive, stagnated situations, activating new circuits. 
 
ARCHETYPE YANG (red) 
Encodes, activates: strength, action, initiatives, heat, libido, dynamism, terrestrial planes 
Decodes, corrects:  excess of Yin level, introspection, degenerative diseases, cold, laziness. 
····················································································································································· 



 
PINK TRIANGLE 
Encodes, activates: permissiveness, elasticity, flexibility and peace with respect to human relationships 
Decodes, corrects: anger, reactivity to the acts of others, intolerance, not being at peace with the outside 
world. 
 
PINK SQUARE 
Codifies, activates: overview and memory to find the source of an unconscious conflict. 
Decodes, corrects: ignoring or not seeing the pathological causes of a conflict, not remembering, 
disconnection with the unconscious. 
 
PINK PENTAGON 
Encode, active: emotional centering, preservation and protection of any alteration of the soul, the psyche 
and the body 
Decodes, corrects: excessive reactivity to shocks, aggression, emotional contingencies, drama. 
 
PINK HEXAGON 
Encodes, activates: self-esteem, love and respect for yourself, transcending self-centeredness, opening of 
the heart. 
Decodes, corrects: lack of emotional integrity, insecurity, lack of self-esteem and respect for your Being 
 
PINK OCTOGON 
Encodes, activates: the ability to forgive, to recognize, to accept others, to transcend the karma of 
relationships. 
Decodes, corrects: resentment, intolerance both unconscious and subconscious. 

 
PINK DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: control of the primitive warlike force, calming of the impetus, pacifying, relativizing. 
Decodes, corrects: aggressive action, verbal or mental, arrogance, stress, battle . 
 
PINK DODECAGON 
Encodes, activates: finding one’s function or mission, communicating with the functional network of the 
universe, making decisions. 
Decodes, corrects: the existential conflict of your place in the world and your functionality in it, indecision. 
 
PINK CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: deep inner silence, emotional resilience and peace, inner peace, meditation. 
Decodes, corrects: obsessions, internal and external continuous discourse, disconnection from Love-
Essence. 
····················································································································································· 
 
MAGENTA OCTOGON 
Codes, activates: finding your truth, being yourself, transparency, activating your Christ seed. 
Decodes, corrects: self-deception, lack of sincerity, falsehood, role  play, decoding appearances. 
 
MAGENTA CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: completion of the 12 helices of human DNA, connection with the inner voice, recovery 
of the own capacity, sensibility. 
Decodes, corrects: obstructed genetic codes thru acceleration and regeneration of the existential energy 
,lack of adequacy. 
 
UNITY ARCHETYPE (magenta) 
Encodes, activates: identification and valuation of your cosmic origin, return to the origin, be an equal 
witness. 
Decodes, corrects: identifying with present circumstances, exaggeration, disconnection with Higher Self. 
 
····················································································································································· 



 
PURPLE HEXAGON 
Codes, activates: cleanses and preserves the uniqueness of the soul, the individuality, the ability to do 
your work in freedom. 
Decodes, corrects: parasitic energy forces , detoxifying entities or negative charges. 
 
PURPLE HEPTAGON 
Encodes, activates: releasing the aural field by emptying and preparing it to receive fresh and new 
information. 
Decodes, corrects: saturation, accumulated load of memories by decoding  and neutralizing the excesses. 
 
PURPLE DODECAGON 
Encodes, activates: impeccability, emptying of accumulated memory traces, own or acquired. 
Decodes, corrects: miasmas and tendencies by releasing traces of the past, and patterns of repetition. 
 
PURPLE CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: the power to see everything hidden from the unconscious self, the accumulated and 
covered, being able to free it. 
Decodes, corrects: denied or ignored covered emotions, removes emotional stagnation. 
 
····················································································································································· 

 
VIOLET TRIANGLE 
Encodes, activates: nervous relaxation,  fluid transmission of information, order, peace, self-esteem. 
Decodes, corrects: alterations of the nervous system with respect to emotions, pituitary gland, endocrine  
system. 
 
VIOLET SQUARE 
Encodes, activates: understanding Death, mourning lucidly and consciously, able to accompany the dying, 
detachment. 
Decodes, corrects: the attachment to the physical, codes of death with suffering, death pattern of cells and 
energy 
 
VIOLET PENTAGON 
Codifies, activates: ability to organize the evolutionary force, completing projects and being consistent. 
Decodes, corrects: chaos and disorder, incoherence with the initiated, the endocrine system. 

 
VIOLET OCTOGON 
Encodes, activates: allowing changes, knowing how to listen to modify and evolve, have a clear vision 
Decodes, corrects: the fear of death, changes, rigidity, stubbornness, not see beyond, anguish,  banality. 
 
VIOLET DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: purity and integrity of the being, clean purpose without emotional interference, an 
empty and pure psyche 
Decodes, corrects: toxicity, emotional and energetic density ,  psychic contamination. 
 
VIOLET DODECAGON 
Encodes, activates: opening the channel of perception, facilitating clear expression, knowing how to 
empathize with the soul presence. 
Decodes, corrects: difficulties of expression and lack of empathy, bad transmission, inhibition, sexual 
repression. 
 
VIOLET CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: the dignity of your Being, raising the vibration, subtilizing,  spiritualizing, optimizing 
health. 
Decodes, corrects: the mind density, refines everything dense and slow, changing the low energy quality. 
 



 
SMAR HARA YANTRA (violet) 
Encodes, activates: the awakening of the kundalini, creativity, will to materialize, self-regeneration, Love. 
Decodes, corrects: lack of connection with the deep longing of the Self, restoring the organism, creating 
life  
····················································································································································· 

 
TURQUOISE TRIANGLE 
Codifies, activates: establishes connection bridges, restores networks of personal union, promotes 
relational elasticity. 
Decodes, corrects: broken skin, restores broken or damaged relationships, creates collagen ,helps to 
create networks. 
 
TURQUOISE HEXAGON 
Encodes, activates: gives structure, supports and gives solidity to the earthly existence of the soul, ego 
and body. 
Decodes, corrects: bones, tissues, framework and strength, treats fragility, gives structure to the 
character. 
 
TURQUOISE DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: keeping the auric, electromagnetic and mind fields clean and vibrant. 
Decodes, corrects: appliances, telephones, geological structures  , meridians, Nadi networks, chakras and 
thoughts. 
 
TURQUOISE DODECAGON  
Codifies, activates: eagle vision,  strategy to evolve, seeing beyond the evidences. 
Decodes, corrects: existential stagnation, dead ends, lack of foresight. 
 
TURQUOISE CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: connection to the systemic network of the universe, tuning into one’s mission in the 
world, tuning with life. 
Decodes, corrects: re-location within a context or axis, reordering the function of cells and subtle fields. 
 
TURQUOISE OVAL 
Encodes, activates: entering into the energy of clear love, without conditions, entering into the energy of 
freedom and respect. 
Decodes, corrects: an affective situation clarifying confusion where the roles of each one are unclear.  
····················································································································································· 

 
BLUE TRIANGLE 
Encodes, activates: intuition, guidance, lucidity, protection, clarity of vision, concentration. 
Decodes, corrects: disconnection with the guides, lack of clarity, pituitary gland, endocrine system 
 
SQUARE BLUE 
Encodes, activates: link and coordination of the soul with the Ego, learning to direct the personality. 
Decodes, corrects: obsessions, fixations, excess of Ego identification. 
 
BLUE PENTAGON 
Encodes, activates:  sense of belonging to the Cosmos, understanding the utility of the ego and its 
resources. 
Decodes, corrects: Lack of humility, incomprehension and mismanagement of personality. 
 
BLUE HEXAGON 
Codifies, activates:  biophotons, information circuits, lucidity, clarity, comprehensive speed 
Decodes, corrects: disengagement of cellular and etheric communication pathways, interrelating different 
codes. 
 



BLUE DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: optimal response to psycho-electric codes that impede freedom 
Decodes, corrects:  lack of independence and freedom of creative response ,lack of inspiration, static and 
parasitic electricity 
 
BLUE DODECAGON 
Encodes, activates: focusing, intentionality, releasing of emotions that prevent seeing what they cover. 
Decodes, corrects: gaining understanding of the origin of toxic dependencies, by obtaining strength of 
purpose and clarity of objectives. 
 
BLUE CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: purpose, direction, focus, connection with Gaia's strength, protection. 
Decodes, corrects: insecurity, not making viable and realistic projects, not knowing how to root or direct.  
····················································································································································· 

 
BLUEGREEN PENTAGON 
Encodes, activates: seeing and appreciating your gifts and talents, by self-affirmation, self-determination, 
self-healing 
Decodes, corrects: insecurities, inferiority complex, not recognizing own qualities, not knowing how to use 
your unique talents. 
 
BLUEGREEN EXAGON 
Encodes, activates:  cranial -sacral alignment, reconnection of the energy axis with the universal network, 
justice, harmony. 
Decodes, corrects: de-compensation, axis alignement, polarity, harmony, charisma, symmetry, equity. 
 
BLUEGREEN CIRCLE 
Encodes, activates: awakening of the buddhic dimension, compassion, discernment, lucidity, 
timelessness.  
Decodes, corrects: lack of focus, how to distinguish the evolutionary from the involutive, clear   intention, 
observation. 
 
ARCHETYPE YIN (bluegreen) 
Encodes, activates: introspection, intuition, inaction, cold, calm, rest, reflexion. Be in terrestrial planes. 
Decodes, corrects: levels of heat excess, rationality excess, hyperactivity, reactivity. 
 
····················································································································································· 
 
GREEN TRIANGLE 
Encodes, activates: Heritage, order and healing of the genealogical line of origin and health. 
Decodes, corrects: energetic DNA, inherited problems and attitudes, familiar themes. 
 
GREEN SQUARE 
Codifies, activates: detachment of victimhood and awareness of the information that is given by pain, 
which comes from the soul. 
Decodes, corrects:  not identifying with pain, ignoring it, expanding the threshold of pain, exaggerating it. 
 
GREEN HEXAGON 
Encodes, activates: preserving the purity of your soul, learning not to get intoxicated, freeing yourself from 
toxic situations. 
Decodes, corrects: physical and energetic toxicity, avoids slow self-destruction, strengthening your 
healthy means. 
 
GREEN HEPTAGON 
Encodes, activates: coherence, integration of your internal contradictions, psychic maturity. 
Decodes, corrects: psychosis, division, self-contradiction of concepts and feelings, anxiety 
 



GREEN DECAGON 
Encodes, activates: educates and extends sensibility and sensory perception, being less primitive and 
more sensitive and subtle. 
Decodes, corrects: the lack of subtle perception, the inability to adapt to the environment, some alteration 
of the 5 senses. 
 
GREEN CIRCLE 
Codifies, activates: healing and knowing how to heal, relaxation and the balance of vital and evolutionary 
cycles 
Decodes, corrects: the etheric and energetic codes of physical and mental diseases, the origin or pattern 
 
SRI YANTRA (green) 
Encodes, activates: Integration of the two cerebral hemispheres or of the two different cognitive abilities, 
clairvoyance 
Decodes, corrects: disintegration of identity, excessive identification with a single hemisphere 
····················································································································································· 
 
WATER ELEMENT 
Encodes, activates: levels and compensates excess Fire. Provides adaptability, cohesion, flexibility. 
Decodes, treats: hyper-action, very mental direction, fever, nervous system, kidney, bladder hydration. 
 
FIRE ELEMENT 
Encodes, activates: levels and compensates excess water, aids with memory, imagination, concentration, 
immunity. 
Decodes, corrects: heat, drought, rheumatism, obesity, metabolism, hypotension, frigidity, dry puddles. 
 
AIR ELEMENT 
Encodes, activates: levels and compensates excess Earth, provides high ideals, gives focus beyond, 
inspiration, longings, dreams. 
Decodes, corrects:  earth attachments, lung, asthma, metabolism issues, high blood pressure, small and 
large intestine problems. 
 
EARTH ELEMENT 
Encodes, activates: levels and compensates excess Air, helps build, materialize, stabilize, rebuild. 
Decodes, corrects: the excess of idealism, fantasy, lack of practicality, bones, digestive, weakness, hair. 
 
LEFT DRAWN SPIRAL 
Encodes, active: self-awareness, self-worth, self-union, coherence, strong immunity 
Decodes, corrects: devaluation, lack of awareness of your own values and your personal dignity. 
 
RIGHT DRAWN SPIRAL 
Encodes, activates: sense of fraternity, appreciation of your environment, love of humanity, sharing, 
gratitude. 
Decodes, corrects: the non-acceptance, the problems of human relationship and group projects, 
challenges 
 
ENHANCEMENT ANAGRAM 
Encodes, activates: high self-affirmation, connection with the internal master, strengthens and stabilizes 
the inner flame. 
Decodes, corrects: feeling unprotected, disconnected from yourself, not knowing how to sublimate your 
own potential. 
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